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THE HEAT TRANSFER OF COOLING FINS ON MOVING AIR*
By Hans Doetsch
SUMMARY
The preseilt report is a comparison of the experimen-
tally defined temperature and heat output of cooling fins
in the air stream with the theory. The agreement is close
on the basis of a mean coefficient of heat transfer with
respect to the total surface. A relationship i.s estab-
lished between the mean coefficient of heat transfer, the
dimensions of the fin arrangement, and the air velocity.
1. I~~TloDucTloN
The use of cooling fins is advisable in cases where
with thermal conduction through metallic walls, the coef-
ficients of heat transfer on the two sides are widely at
variailce. The thermal conductivity is, as known, lower
than the minimum coefficient of heat transfer. Now, the
passage of heat may be improved by providing cooling fins
at the side of the lower thermal conductivity, which in-
creases the heat exchanging surface. But owing to its
lcwer temperature, the fin surface is not as efficient as
the %ase surface to which the fins are attached.
Let: y= distance from root of fin (m),
h = fin depth (m),
8 = temperature, difference between fin and
cooling medium at point Y (°C),
8.= temperature difference between base sur-
face and cooling medium “(°C),
CL= coefficient of heat transfer k cal
( )
——.———-
In2 11 Oc
—-————___————— ___________________ ____________________________
*“Die 17&rrne&bertragung von” K~hlrippen an str~mende Luft~”
Abhandlungen aus dem Aerodynamischen Institut an der
Technischen Hochschule Aachen, ITo. 14, 1934”, pp. 3-23.
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The amount of heat given off per meter of fin side
is:
If the temperature of the fin side were that of base sur-
face 80 the amount of heat removed would he:
Thus’ the efficiency of the fin surface can he expressed
with:
,, h
aj8dy ~h~dy
In order to determine the heat removal from the fin,
we must first define the temperature in the fin. This
prollem may %e treated ly means of the differential equa-
tions of heat conduction.
Tor the practice, however, the following question
needs to be elucidated: In the case of closely spaced
fins, the coefficient “of hea’t transfer u varies for a
stated flow attitude of the cooling medium considerably
from coefficient of heat transfer of the flat wall. The
evaluation of the effectiveness of a fin arrangement and
the analysis of the transferred heat volume is contingent
upon the relationship existing between coefficient of heat
transfer and flow velocity and the dimensions of the fin
arrangement . This problem cannot be solved theoretically.
The magnitude of the coefficient of heat transfer must le
determined from experiments.
The purpose of the present report is first to com-
pare the temperature distribution and heat output of the
fin as oltained from the differential equat’ion of heat
conduction with the experimentally defined values, and
then to determine the magnitude of the coefficient of heat
transfer for a numler of fin arrangements and velocities.
An attempt was to le made to estallish a relationship for
the coefficient of heat transfer with respect to the ve-
locity and the dimensions of the fin arrangement.
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The investigations were made on plates with straight
..cool~ng,fins into air. This case is mathematically and
experimentally ‘more rea”dil’ytractable than the technically
equally important case of circumferential fin on a finned
tube. Obviously certain results and inferences are equal-
ly applicable to round fins.
II. THEORETICAL PRINCIPL.?IS
The simplifying assumptions preceding the calculation
of the cooling fins are:
1. The amount of heat given off into the air by the
fin surface in unit time is proportional to the
temperature difference between surface and un-
disturbed air stream;
2. The coefficieilt of heat transfer is constant over
the whole fin surface;
3. The temperatures are steady;
4. The temperature at the fin root is constant;
5. The temperature over the fin thickness is constant;
6. The effect of t’ne fin ends is disregarded.
Notation
a, coefficient of heat transfer [;---~”;gl
A, thermal conductivity of the fin rilaterial [;y:;]
a, temperature difference between fin and undisturbed
stream (Oc)
Zos semifin thickness at root (m)
h, fin depth (m)
Y, distance from root of fin (m)
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.. .. . ., The differential pquation for ,th,est~ai.ght ,r.ectangu-
“’lar fin. (fig,.,la). is: .,.: ,: .,:,, .
,..
,.. ,.,.
,,
,, $;,:(A 20 $;)”= a ‘$; ‘:”’” “~ :,,
.’ ,’, .
,.,
dzfj
a
-—- - ____
‘&O=
a.y2 Azo ,,
. ... .
,: ’.- ‘,
The general solution for 8 is:
.
The Ilea$ carried of+ at the’ f,in~head i’s disregarded for
the pres”ent ~ Then the %oundary conditions are:
.
+=40 for, y= o;,
.. .
d$ lo””””-’ “’”
.-—
dy for y~h.
,.,., ,.
.,
,. ... . .
~-.mh
. A ,=..80 B.= ~~o
emh
——T=.._________. ——— ——-.—___
eml).‘
-1-e-mh’ ~mh + ~-?llll
$-=80 COSh 1’D(%- h)——-—.--—-—.—,—.——.———
cosh m h
.-.
The temperature at the fin tip for y.h is:
.,
,,. .. ..-
80 ‘
—— ___________
.-. .,
,: ,.. ~RS =
cosh ~~- h
o
The heat removal per meter of fin side is:
h
Q.=a ft$iiy
o
The insertion of the term for J followed by integration
gives:
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The amount of heat leaving the head of the fin can
be approximately allowed for in the heat-output equation
when using ~quan,tity (h + Zo) instead of h for,fin depth.
The differential equation for the straight triangular
fin (fig, lb) is:
In this case the fin thickness is a function of y. With
ZQ
z=—— hy
we have:
2
&Q. G-&?=oq -t-
dy y dy Azo y
The equaticn is simplified by substitutin~
a h
‘=r;;y
so that:
d2$ ~ 1 d+) & ~
——— .. -.— _ _ ~_
dv 2 v dv v
The general soluticn reads:
Jo and No are Bessel functions of zero order with imag-
inary arguments.
As 8 must %e -positive real for y=o, the solution
reduces to
8 = A Jo (2iv/~)
‘With the boundary condition: &=&. for Y = h and re-
insertion of the term for v, it is:
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Jo (2i &IJm
a = $. ––-–-–-––––-–c–—--.----’
J++% ; .
The temperature at the fin tip ‘is for Y = 6:
.,. .,
a – ––––.–~~-––––—
‘s -JO (,, J’~?
The heat dissipation per meter of ,f,inside is:
Q=a.fh$dy
‘o
The term for 8 is introduced”and integration gives:
Q——
90
[ - i ‘1 (’i~j
———_____,—_— _——__
Jo ~ 2“i
/
Jix:;h)
For purposes of comprehensive graphical representa-
tion of temperature and heat, dissipation of both fin forms
a new nondimensional quantity is introduced and we write:
wherein ??=:$
On the rectangular fin 1?= ~ of the fin section;
on the triangular f in F = “~2 fin section. The heat out-
yut .of t.he,rectangular fin is:
The temperature at the fin tip is:
90
&
~~ = ..—.——.-—
;
. Co!;-h2
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The equivalent terms for the triangular fin are:
. .. . . .
-, $.. . .. ... ... .,=,,,.2 . .r
&= JxJ4P
o
and
d
4.”
‘RS= Jo (j_u).—. —. —__
J-_~-I/3 [- i JI (i u)]a —.-———— ______h Jo (iu)
The equations of heat dissipation for the rectangular
and triangular fin are identical in construction, except
for the Bessel instead of the hyperbolical functions on
the triangular fin.
‘Figure 2 shows the dimensionless term Q———__________
&oJE7y& Jq
against u for both fin forms. Both functions manifest a
maximum. This means that with fixed a, h, and 1? values,
the heat output of the fin yields a maximum for a certain
ratio of fin thickness to fin depth. In this case the ma-
terial required for a given heat output is minimum.
Figure 2 also manifests that the heat output of the
rectangular fin is not’’substantially higher than that of
the triangular fin of ideiltical thickness at the base and
id.entice,l height. The margin of the first over the lat-
ter is greatest near the maximum of the two functions, i.e.$
about 11.5 percent in this particular case.
This small gain in output is faced with twice as great
an amount of material required. The triangular is prefer-
able to the rectangular fin, for reasons of saving of ma-
terial.
In’ figure 3 the fin-t$p temperature for both types
of fins is plotted against u. Here the discrepancies are
more pronouilced than with the heat output.
The exact triangular shape is not realizable in prac-
tice. The fins usually have a definite thickness at the
tip;. that is, they have a tapered section.
We reproduce the equations for wedge-shaped fins (fig.
lc) from Harper aad Brown~s report (reference 1):
,.
,..
. . ... . . .,.
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,., ,.. , .,
Hl(i~o”)’Jo( iby) ‘;’i’Ho(iby)i jz(i.~o) ~~ ~~‘:
84 ———————.—.————-.——.————.—-—————-= 0 Hl(~bo) Jo(,ib~l + ,i ~~(i~h) ~ JI(}}O)
., ,”.,
Q CL bh Hl(ibh)i JL (i~o)-i Jl(i~ll)% (ibo)
3; = ;~––”––-– –––:–––-—7–––––––––T––7-–T
cos 6 H1(lbo)Jo(lhh)-Fi J1 (l%h)l ~o(l~~~.! m h
,wherein. .: ..
1. Zh, (.1 ‘, tan ~)““”>7,“= ,g ,y.+ ––––-~a~–~=–
.,
Ha,rp,er.a’n,dBrown make .an .approxirnat’eal”lcwan”ce for the
amsunt ,of heat f-lo-wingfrom the fin head by writing ““ ~~
(h +“Zh) = h! iqstead of height h. . ..
....” .“
“The figures for .t~e “heat dissipation of ,the wedge-
sha-ped fin range “bettieen those of the triangular and “the
rectangular fin, which form the boundary conditions for
.,..,Zh.= O and Zh ‘“,20?
.,.
.4.’ ,.
The numerical’ evalwition of Harper and Brown~s ‘equa-
tions is very tedious because of the complicated expres-
sion of the Bessel functions. In most cases the equaticns
for the triangular fin, will le serviceable as prac%i~al
approximation, especially in cases where the thickness’
ratio of fin tip to fin root is small.
. . . .’
~~E?Shall forego all further theoretical considers-
tions and refer, for the rest, to Harper and Bro~nls re-
port (reference 1) aild to E. Schmidtls report in the’
.V.D.I.. (reference 2).
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...,,. , III. TEST ARRANGEMENTS AND PRO CllDURE “
. .
-.
.,, .—
The tests were made in the small wind tunnel of the
Aachen Institute. The tunnel has an open experimental
chamber and an entrance c~ile of 500 tiy 300 mm (19~69 by
11,82 in,). The air” is supplied by ‘a”’fan in a closed
circuit. The hollciw guide vailes of the” tunilel cari be con-
nected to the water system and serve to cool the ai~
stream. The rough control. of. the air velocity was ob-
tained by adjustiilg the terminal voltage of the engine; “
the”.fine control, by regulatiilg the field current. “
The program included a flat plate without fins an”d six
fin specimens. The plates were exposed to the air stream
p“arallel to the base and p“arallel to the fins. ‘The length
im the flow directi.cn was 500 mm in all cases, the width
of the plates 210 mm (8.27 iii.). The changes effected on
the .f’i~~iledplates includ~d depth, spacing, and thickness
at fin root. The dimensions of the examined plates are
appended in table I. The flat plate and finned plate No’.
1 were of ultralumin, the others of silumin. The thermal
conductivity of the material was bbtained from coupons
by the Phys. -Techn. State Institute at Berlin. . It amount-
ed to:
A = 145 [;~~~~~] for ultralumin
and
The finiied plates were machined from a solid casting, thus.
assuring an accurate f“in profile and a smooth surface.
The test plate was built up with a detachable frame
and “a top of idential material into a flat box, screwed
together l)Y means of cap s“crews on the rear side, so as
to insure a smooth front surface devoid of holes or screw
heads.
The thus built-up box was filled with oil and con-
tained in addition a heating resistance consisting of in-
dividually controllable constantan wire coils. The heat-
ing elements were mounted perpendicular to the direction
of air. flow, and the switching on and off. of individual
elements assured a constant plate temperature in the flow
direction as desira%le for the purpose of comparing the
results with the theory. Two agitators (stirrers) in the
I
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box, activated from the back of the box, provided an appro-
priate swirl of the oil,
.
Th’e.~”ou,rnarrow sides o< the lox were sheeted in a
w~od.en frame, its front forming a pointed entering edge;
On .t,he’finned plates the metal’ fins ‘extended over the, width
of “t~is.flow profile with equally tapered wo”oden’fin.. Thi S
....;...
a.rra&g6rnent served to effect an undisturbed entry, of the
~.~ into the passage between every two figs. and..to pro-
vide a.uniform formation of the velocity .bou’ndary layers
,.
H.. the,fin,, sides and the %ase surface. The narrow back of
,the lox was fitted with a longer, parallel piece of wood,
,.,tlms assuring amore equal velocity distribution over the
:t,m.n.el,section. In order to minimize the heat 10SS of the
“,~pertmental set-up, the lid of the box - that is, the sur-
f-ace facing the experimental plate - “~as outwardly covered.
,& .lall“expansitl’ plate of 5 cm (1.9,7 in.) thickness. Fig-
_ure 4 is a sketch ef the experimental %OX with covering.
~~ better guidance of the air the plate was covered on top
ad bottom by boards spaced to correspond to the 300 mm
,h.sightof the entrance cene. .,
Below the test plate fias a lathe bed set’ on concrete,
a which the speed and temperature recording instruments
ceuld be mounted.
..
The measurements in the principal tests were those of
~X -velocity, electric power input, temperature of base
~ plate, fins; lid, and air temperature.
Velocit~.- The air velocity was measured with a Prandtl
—..——
~itot tube and a I?randtl dynamic pressure indi-cater. The
~ecessary const’ant velocity of the undisturbed flow along
the plate, was maintained by different devices. The veloc-
i.tY fieId between the fins was measured with a fine p’itot
tube of: 0’.25 mm (0.01 in.) inside and 0.4 mm (0.016 iris)”
outside diameter. It was made from a bent hypodermicnee-
dle soldered onto a larger tube. The orifice of the needle
wae.carefully polished. Comparison with a standard pitot
tule revealed perfect agreement after an adjustment inter-
val-of about 2 minutes.
Power.- The electric heat input wa”s determined with a
Siemens precision ammeter and voltmeter.
Temperature.- It was measured with constantan and man-
——.
ganin thermocouples, soldered together prior to mounting
sn the plate and artificially aged alout 24 hours through
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‘all”61ectrical current- Subsequently they were calibrated
.’ill.’+,~he~mbstat filled with. transformer oilby comparison
with a“mercury th”errhometer teste”d “t”n””tIi&Phys’:’.Te.chn..In-
stitute. The hot junction of the element was pressed
agaiizst the: thermometer bulb:and dipped directly in the,
oil;. tihile th6. cold junction was in ath~rmostat filled
witli crushed; ice” during” the cali%rat.ion and the’ test. The
surface therinocouples were soldered in grooves with dural-
umin’solder.’ ‘ ~ ~~ ..: “. ~
.>
..”,
.To’checkth .e’.abseil.co.ofchariges.ilrtherrnal force due
to the heating” of.the junction during soldering ’.tothe .
plate., severa3. thermocouples were carefully cut out along
with a small strip of the plate.’and” tested again in the
thermostat, A comparison tiith the”previously obtained
test curve “rev’ealedail exact accord.”
, Owing to the numerous. temperature stations the compen-
sation method was too te&ious, thus the thermal current
was measured with a Sieroens-Halske needle galvanometers and
moving coil measurimg instrument and strip suspension..
Tile deflection .was”adapted tothe temperature differences
by means of stiitable, series resistances. The elements
pertaiili.ng to a cold junction were all of the same length
aild within one common. calibration curve- The ratio of :
galvanorneter deflection to temperature difference was
plotted against galvanometers deflection which made for” more
convenient evaluation. The test curves within the explored
temperature rang’o”were straight. The base-plate tempera-
“ture.was determined with 12 thermocouples of 0.5 mm (0.02
in.) diameter sold’er-ed”on the inside of the base plate..’
This made it”necessary to compute the temperature of the
surface exposed to the air hy ascertaining the temperatxme
gradient In the wall, but it precluded a disturbanceof
the velocity field before the plate otherwise occurring
if the thermocouples had been mounted on the outside-
.“
.The temperature gradient in” the wall follow’s from
AFo At,
Qp= s
——.——.
where Qp = heat dissipation of plate” per hour into air,
A = thermal conductivity of the .mater.ial,
. .
I?. = base surface of pl~te,
s = plate thickness.
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The temperature gradient in the wall during the tests
ranged between 0.2 and 1.5 percent of the gradient %etween
base aild air, depending on the heat charge of the plate-
Starting from the junctions, the thermocouple mires
passed in sets of 4!s through carefully sealed openings
to the wooden frame and from there to the switch panel.
The temperature of the side of a fin was measured at
different points from the plate edge with 0.3 mm (0.012
in.) thermocouples, which afforded the fin temperature in/
and perpendicular to the flow direction. The temperature
in the undisturbed air stream was o%tained with a fixed
thermocouple on the entrance cone and a second one adjust-
able in/and perpendicular to. the direction of flow. It
was constant in all tests within range of the test plate.
The temperature of the lid on the back and the temperature
on the surface of the wooden frame were also recorded-
Boundary layer thermocouple.- The temperature in the
boundary layer between the fins was recorded with a spe-
cial thermocouple for point-temperature reading (fig. 5) .
The glass tube is of 0.5 mm (0s02 ins) outside and 0.3 mm
(0.012 in.) inside diameter, open on %otll ends, tile iWc-
tion of the 0.05 mm (0.002 in.) thermocouple wires lying
directly at the front opening. The wires pass along the
outside of the tube to the glass holder-
This thermocouple was checked in boundary-layer tests
of a flat plate and compared wit$ another thermocouple of
known arrangement as used ly 1?. Xlids (reference 3). The
test data were in perfect accord for this two-dimensional
caseY so that a temperature record sufficiently accurate
for our purposes was likewise expected for the three-dimen-
sional case of boundary layer betwee-n fins.
Loss experiments.- The heat given off by the test
_—.-_—_——
plate into the air constituted the difference between the
electrical heat input and the heat losses of the test set-
up . The heat losses occurred chiefly on the exposed back
of the test arrangement and on the front of the frame.
The losses on the back and on the upper and lower parts of
the frame not exposed to the air, were determined sepa-
rately.
To this end the test box was fitted with a flat plate
and carefully insulated at both front and back so as to
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assure symmetry &n the new arrangement about the median
plane of the oil-filled box.
,.., ,,.,.—... . .. .
The power input of this arrangement was determined
for different air velocities concurrently with the temper-
ature at the front and back of the test %OX, The mean
temperatures on the front and back were the same during
all loss experiments. In a test with the normal experimen-
tal set-up the heat 10SS on the back and narrow sides of
the wooden frame for equal temperature over the air of the
box lid and for equal air velocities had to be equal to
half the power absorled with the new arrangement. The loss
at the front of the wooden frame was determined as follows:
The temperature distri’bution”on the surface of the wooden
frame was recorded with eight thermocouples, and the mean
temperature over the air
‘Ra of the frame was plotted,
thus giving the frame losses .with
where
‘Ra = proportion of frame surface promoting ‘heat
dissipation,
a, = heat transfer coefficient defined from tests
on flat plates.
There were also radiation losses. The heat exchange
through radiation between two surfaces I?. and I’l is
!Iere To = absolute temperature of plate surface (°C) ,
Tt = II II II surrounding sur-
faces (°C’),
3?0 = area of plate (m2),
k ca.1
c 03. = effective radiatioil [ —.—..—. 1
m2(0C)4h
The exact determination of Col ‘ is limited to a few tech-
nical cases only.
For computing the radiation losses of the flat plate,
we resorted to N-usselt Is approximation formula for co ~
(reference 4) :
—.
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..co ~’ cl
.: .’... ‘,
= co;–; co =’CO c~; c1 = c1 c~
s
c~ is” the radiation constant of the absolutely black body.
....
c~ = ‘4..96’.
.’For polished Al. Co = 0.13; for masonry c1 =“0.93
k cal
Col = co c1 Cs = 0.6 –=–-–-Z––
m-(OC) h ..
,The. radiation loss of the flat plate amounted to o,6.to
“’1.5 percent of the heat energy.
.,
As concerns the finned. plates, the radiation is not
easily c-omputalle because of the complicated mutual inter-
ference between the adjacent fins. The radiation heat of
the finned plates relative to the heat by conduction could
be neglected during the temperatures maintained in the
tests. The total hea,t output lOSS in the flat-plate test.
averaged alout 18 percent, and around 5 to 8 percent for
the explored finned plates.
F“.incipal tests.- These were chiefly made at night be-
--.-.-——————
cause of the voltage fluctuations in the power lines dur-
ing daytime. The plate was first .brought to the desired
temperature with running stirrer and still air. Then the
fan was started and the air velocity regulated. As a rule
it was possible to reach the desired steady state after
four to five hours by means of the water-cooling system of
the wind tunnel. Heat output, air velocity, air tempera-
ture, and plate temperature were observed during the whole
test, which was ‘terminated ’onIy after the temperatures had
remained stationary for two hours.
IV. RESULTS OF TESTS - EVALUATION
The investigation covered one flat’:plate and six
fiililedplates at from 9 to 42 m/s (29.5 to 13’7.8 ft./see.)
air velocities. The temperature difference $0 between
base plate and air was 36 to 40 ‘C in all tests. The evalu-
ation was made on the basis of the figures corresponding to
to -1-t~
——————_ temperature.
2
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,.. ,’.
to =, %ernpe.rat’ure”of plate surface Fo, . ,“ ..‘
,.. .,
... ., . ,.”
t~ = “temperature of undisturbed “air strearn~’‘“”
,,
The flat&late.- The results for the flat plate are
——————__ ____
g}ven. in figure .6,in comparison with the, theory and
,f,urgesf test data (table 11) ‘(reference”,5).; .
.“
For the ‘turbulent. .rang.ewe computed von, X~rm&n!,s and
L“&tz~o~.,sdata (reference. 6) on the heat, dissipation of a
flat plate. on ,the basis of the analogy betwe.eh friction
and heat transfer. This analogy is rigorously. exact ,only
when the Reynolds IWnher Re = ux/v equals the Peclet 17um-
ber Pe = UXC/hL. Hereby ,
. .
u = velocity of free air stream (m/s),
x = plate le~gth in stream direction (m),
v = kinematic viscosity of the air (m2/s),
c = specific’ heat of the’air (k cal/m3 ‘C) ,
AL = thermal conductivity of the air (k cal/m h ‘C).
On these premises von K&rm&n and Latzkofs calculations
for the heat dissipation of a plate strip of width 1 up to
point X gave: ,
1/5
Q(x) (R)= 0s0356 C U ~. X 45 [k-@.]ms
The conventional coefficient of heat transfer a ‘(ex-
pressed in k cal/m2 h ‘C) is:
Q~x
b
3600 1/5
a = - — -————- =
ox
()3600 X 0.0356 C U 1K;./
There is no possible analogy l)etween friction and
heat transfer unless both processes proceed from the same
boundary conditions, i~e,, unless the start of the ther-
mal is coincident with the start of the hydrodynamical ac-
tion. This condition was not met in our experiments be-
cause of the cold10 cm (4 in.) long entering edge placed
before the heat-}issipatingp lat e. The un’heated entrance
length.used ~y Jurges was 31 cm (12.2 in.); the length of
his heated plate was 50 cm (19ii’in.), as in our tests.
This discrepancy in test conditions from the theoretical
,,.. ,,, -,.,, ,, , ,,,,,, ,,,,,,. ,, ,,, ,,,..,, , ., , ,,, ,, .. . ,. ,,.,., . .
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assumptions should give a lower coefficient cf heat trans-
fer relative to the calculation, but this influence ap-
pears to be”negligi~ly small (re:etience 3.).
Q~x~Figure 6 shows the dimgnsionl.ess quantity –—.
. . $0, X c–ii
agaiilst the Reypold? Nupber. : My own experiments check “
very closely with Jurgest tests. The shape of the measured
cuqvealsq ,is similar to that of the ,theore.tica,lcurve.
The marked discrepan~y of the theoretical curve, wllich.is
contrary.to what was- expected according to the,above con-
siderat”i~n, is.prgbably due to the. fact that ,the assunlp-
In my tests c = 1.38. Under these circumstailces
there really is & cert&in” artitrar”inesS ‘as:to tile presence
of Re. If Pe it changes theis,used instead of. Iiey -
coefficient’ of heat ‘transfe& ‘in the ratio of
k= 71.38 = 1.06”5, “
mherety the theore~i’cal “curve approaches the’ test points
ly 6.5 percent. Pchlhausenls theoretical curve (refer-
ence 7) is valid for the laninar range. Here
.!,
. ...”
TOT our case 0= ~,= 0.’73. ‘ A (o) = 0.594.’ Our OWil
test points lie” iivthe turbu.lent ’zone.
l?igure 7 gives the experimental results in logarithmic
plOt%iilg. Th’ey may be illustrated by a ’straight line”
Q@~ (,1yThe expoilent n in ––– – --- = coilst --–yoxcu is 0.22,against K4rm&n1 s n=O.2. Rej
~h-o finned plates.- By comparing the recorded temper-
atures and heat outputs of the finned plates with the
analysis, it was attempted to ascertain the e.xteat of per-
missibility 3etween the omissions v.ade in “the theory of
the fins and the assumptions for” ihe practical calculation
of the heat dissipation aild temperature conditions..
The assumptions 1, and 3 to,6, are tiomplied with in
our “experiments aild also ‘in the majority, of cases in prac-
tice. Assumption 2, that is, coefficient of heat transfer
cons,t’auntover the wll.olefin surface, does not(hold..
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To begin with, a ckanges i,ilstream” “direction along
tile pl,a?e..,.,I,tis highest at t~_e :lo~e of “the plate and
drops toward the plate end. .“~h:e ‘r<si~lt”sof fhe” flat plat e
are representative of the course a with the” plate length.
Then there is the cilange of a over the fin side perpen-
dicular to the flow direction’, ‘“~
.!. The investigation of the velo”city and” temperature
field in the air between the fins manifested a drop in ve-
10city at the” fin root and “a r?s,e in ‘velocity relative to.
the conditions prevailing at the tip:. Figu:~es 8 and 9
give as examples for finned plate }To. 1, the lir.es of equal
temperature aild.velocity between the ‘fins ‘at 80 = 39.2°C”
and U == 25.6 m/S. The temperature and velocity gradient
in’all investigated cases decreased perpendicularly to the
fin surface from the fin tip toward the root.
From this it may be inferred that the coefficient of
heat transfer also decreases from the fin tip toward the
root. Harper and Brown estimate the decrease.of a from
tip to root at 10 to 15 perceilt at the most, Bogaerts
(reference 8) obtained. considerably greater deviations
from the recorded temperature distribution in a round fin
(maximum difference about 50 percent). Besides, his maxi-
mum is not at the fin head but at about one t-bird to oile
half of the fin depth from the root. To what effects this
surprising result is attributable, is difficult to explain.
As far as our own experiments are concerned, the fact that
theory and experimeilt are largely in accord, makes such
marked variability of a improbable.
Fin temneratures.-
—.———— —_____ ..——
Examples of recorded temperature
curves for different f~nned plates and velocities are given
in figures 10 to 15, ‘that is, the temperature versus the
fin depth at point x = 420 mm (16.54 in.) and the tempera-
ture at the fii~ tip versus the plate length. The tempera-
ture of the fin side dropped as the air velocity increased.
The temperature drop, i.e., the reduction in effectiveness
of the fin surface increases with t-he thinness of the fin.
Tor a certain velocity the temperature at the fin tip rises
at first rapidly with increasing distance from the plate
border, then more slowly. Here the influence of the
changeability of the coefficieilt of heat transfer with the
plate length, becomes apparent.
The comparison of theory and test data viasmade as fol-
lows: We established a mean value for a over the whole ,
.
surface “of the’ fin ar’rangebent,, that is, fin sides includi-
ng th.e~area betwee”n th’e’fins. Then we defined the mean
teitp.erattir”e”of the total surf’ace “from therecorded tem-
p’e”ia%ure.-curve. ,,. . ,, .. ...,
...!.. ,.:
NO TAT ION
!.
+, ‘‘mean ‘temperature over the air of the whole kur’face (°C) .
,.
,.
a, n~ean coefficient of heat transfer for the total sur-
‘face (k cal/ma hoc). ‘,. ~~~ ...
F,’ total surface (m2) c.. .-
Q(x) , heat dissipation per meter surface per. second: and
quantity of hea,t dissipation up to point X (k.cal/m” s) .
130, ,base surface ter2perature ov.or the air (Qc)..
a., coefficient of heat transfe~ referred to base’ sur-
face (k cal/m2 h ‘C).
., ,,
Fe., base surface = flat-plate surface (m2) .
Q;, heat dissipation .of test plate (k cal/h) ,
Equation aFZ~=CLo To&=Q@ gives:
,,
F. 80 QP .
a = ~o ‘–’–– “ ‘--’-–
I’s F$
..
With this value for a, we computed the temperature
in the fin conformably to the previously deduced equation
for the triangular, fin:
/——
Figures 16 to 21 show the coi~ptited and the recorded tem-
peratures.
The fiil-tip t,emperature,,,is ,,plotted against the mean ~~
coefficie~. t of heat transfer stipulated as basis of the cal-
culation. Owing to the variability of a over the plate
lengtli:thb figuies, recortied:’for” x =“,80j ““x= ‘166~” x +
25(3,”aild X= 420,@m (3.15.,, 6..53,..9“.84.,and 16.54’ i,nk: re-
spectively) cannot “agree with -t”lietheoret’icai figure.’ .,
~or “that ~qas~~; “’we formed’,the- average’ o’f the t$p .t,emper-
ature over the p“late“length from tlle”msasur~rnents, ‘ Tile’
comparison of the thus, defined mean temperatures at the
fin. tip “wi~l.1the theoretical curve ““for~l~e.”triangular fin
is osteilsi%ly ’agreeable .
.. .
,..
.. .. ,.,.. . . .,
.,. ..’ ,. ...
,..
The appended, figures ,include tlie”,temper~ture versus
,.
‘fin depth for different cases compared, wit,~”~he analysis,
The temperatures recorded at x = 3.66“mm’and” ‘x = 420 mm
are plotted. Here qlSO tile experimental values at x =
166 mm and x = 420 E& cam’ot exactly agree “with the
theoretical result lecause of the varia~ility of ~ with
the plate length, The theoretical curve lies between the
two measured curves. It is readily seen that here also
the theoretical value as,mean value over the plate length
is representative of the conditions.
In all investigated fins the recorded temperatures
over th”e fin depth evince a systematic deviation from the
‘theoretical curve. The experimental curve has a censist-
eiltly greater curvature, wilile”the theoretical curve is
more nearly a straight line. This discrepailcy is greatest
in the curves for finned plates 1 and 3, which had fiils
of identical dimensions; only the fin spaciilg of No 1 was
30 mm (11.8 in.), and tlzatiof No. 3, 15 mm (0.6 in.).”A
comparison of the fin-tip temperature for both plates, in
fig. 19 manifests a close ,agreement.
The discrepancy between the theoretical and the ex-
perimental curve is attributable to the influence of the
finite thickness at the fin tip, which was from 0.8 to
1.0 mm (0.03 to 0.04 in.). In the finned plates 1 and 3,
w“hich showed the greatest discrepancy between theory and
experiment, the thickness ratio of fin tip to fin root
W-&o ~ is greatest.
In one case we computed the temperature course for
the exact wedge shape according to the above cited equa-
tions.
l?i.gure21 shows the theoretical curves for the trian-
gular. and the wedge-shaped fins. The assumption of more
pre”nounced curvature of the temperature curve due to the
finite thickness of the fin tip, is substantiated. The
,mmmn III I n I I mH B n Bmm m .8,8 8.-,,8,--— ,---- ,.,---- .-... --.., ——- .—
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,.
.,.
.:. .
tli~bretical curve:for,.tQe””wed~.e-~hape&. ” fin.,”discloses &n
even greater’ curvature, and a higher f.in-ti~ temperature
tha’h”the experimental. curve, so’ that the recoided mean
fin-t’~p temperature lies between the’ the;oretical fitires
for “the triangular and for. the wedge-shaped f’”in.
,,r .,
.,,.,,
The lccation of the theoretical. curve for the wedge
shape at the fin tip above the expe.rimentai. is a result
of ‘the’s.implifyimg boundary co.nd.ition introduced in the
di.fi?ereiltiale’quatian, namely, that d$/dy”= O at the
fin” tip. This means tilat the heat dissipation “at the fin
head is disregarded.
The exact condition should read:
S&=atl,
. .
which, however, would complicat~ the equations for the
wedge-shaped fin, already very unwieldy, even more.
~In most practical cases.’the. equations for the trian-
gular fia can be employed except when zh/z3 assumes ab-
normally hig’h values. Even if the computed temperature
curves of the two fin specimens manifest the discrepancies
outliiled: above, the’ calculation of the heat output of the
ffns “di”Sclos”esonly very small differences,, For the abo.ve-
cited’ case, firmed plate ITo. 3:
u = 14.95 rl/s
the heat output of the finned plate is
_k ca~
~o
= 234.5 [m;–~–oCl
on the lasis of the equations for wedge-shaped fin. With
the equations for the triangular fin the approximate calcu-
lation disclosed
CLo= 23”1 [–~–~% ;
m2 h Oc-
.,
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The difference is 1.5 percent.. In this “case the quantity
.,U iil..figure,2.1.which gives t$e heat performance curves
,,
of the triangular and recjallgula’r firis~”e’~util’s1.22,
.Tor
increasiilg u, that is, ,for increasing .a with tke same
.-finprofile, the difference between the approximate aild
the more exact calculation, is slightly. greaterti ~
Heat ne~formailce of finned plates.= The heat ou”tput
——___________________
of a flat pLate fitted with fins. comprises the. heat given
off by the fins.and that of tlie plate lying Ietween the
fiils.. .. . ,,. ,,
For an assumed equal coefficient .of.heat transfer,
the heat dissipation of the finned plate is:
Qp==2nX
()
& $0 + (~
-2n20)X90a=cto To O..
0
H er-e n= number of fins,
x= length in flcvr direction,
L .
89
h~at output per meter of fin side k cal/m h ‘C,
-b– ..- width of fi~ned plate,
,..
Z. = se~lithiclz~lpssof fins at root.
This gives:
and ii~sertiilg the value Q/$. for the triailgular fin, we
have:
-iJl@/’=h~ (.”
a. =
~;-~ ~. ----------------~~Q--’% ----:-;:-fQl..E ~
r —-
. (’2i~’~~~~ h> oJ0,
This fornula was used for plotting U. agaiilst a
illfigure 22. The experineiltal CLo r.re in close agree-
~ei~t with the calculatio~l., Therefore the calculation of
the heat output of fi:lned plates by r.leansof the above
fOri!lUla in COiljUnctiOil with a mean value for ~ is per-
rlissible.
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“Thus t~e preliminary calculationof a fin assem%ly,.
exposed, to::air at. a stated spe,e””d.”is‘po,ssi%le’”when’.tl~e
m earl Q for,the particul~r .arrangemeqt is known.” I have
attempted -’;Gp the %asis n.f the te~t d~t”a’-”to develop an
empirical ,f,ormula for a “applicable ‘yitii~“any””fin arrange-
meilt and v~locit’y. ..:.’
..
.“”
To this. end I.resorted to Taylor and Reh30ck1s report
oil fin elements (reference 9) , and, co”mpa$~”d’their data
with our own. Their experiroei~t,swere made on’copper.
plates in a closed-throa”t tunilel”at velficitles of “from ’20
to 70 m/s (65.62 to 229.7 ft./see.). (See table 111. ) The
Vlates were 6’inches square; the fins w,ere 1 inch deep and
0,20 inch thic~.: .The fin “s’pa~in~”fo,r the ~ine plates
ranged between 1/2 inch to ‘1/12 inch. “The’results are
shown iilfigure 23, where CLo is plotted against air ve-
locity U, ., .
As Taylor and Reh%eck failed to determine the mean
coefficient of heat transfer a for their. experiments,
aild likewise omitted the temperature distribution in the
fins, we defined d %yvmeans of” eq”uation:
..2n.X ,
(
QI. (b-2nzo)X
a. = ––––l?~
–– + ––––-—––––––– a90 ; To
~j-th thn d ~o value for t-he rectaigu’lar” fill, the equa-
tion read~: “
conforming to which, the curves a. = f (a) were ccmputed
fOr diff=rent plates. (See fig. 24. )
From figures 23 and 24, a. = f (U) and ao =,$ (a)
we.r~ ,deteruined a for each plat~ with respect to U.
.
Figure 25 illustrates in loCarithr~lic plotti-ng t’ne
noritiinensional quantity:
JuL- . ..__E___.––
&xcu 3600 c u
versus the P,eynolds Nurnher for Taylor and Reh’bockls exper-
iments., while our corresr~onding test data (see also ta~le
.-
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II) are Civen in figure 26. Equation: , ,, .“: ...
.. .. .. .. .. . . . . . ,-.
‘~X~ =“ ,- ~ ““Q_’\
—....——. —
~xcu . . (Re ,)
corresponds to t~le relation cited previously for the flat
,..
plate.
., .
.,’ “.,
Every fin arrangement is: accompanied by SUCII.an equa-
tion, whereby quantity k for each: arrangement has a def-
inite value dependent upon the hydroiiyila mica”llyin?luent ial
dimensions.
. . .
lit General, we oail-therefore put:
where ~! = mea-n inside spacing between eac’h fin,
h L= fiil depth,
x= length in flow direct ioil’.
FiGures 25 a-n.d 26 reveal that within the exnlored
(
~--) is
..
r.ail{;e f
Re i suitably expressed by a power fnnct ion.
We write:
%-xl - p, (’_L.W?;a
1;h)
—— .-— _
.. 19xcu fl (X;a’; h).\,Re~
?Iere ‘n is again a function of X, at, and h.
Now we could sur;aise tliat n aild fl were functions
‘of
al
and’ a.1li—
a!h; –-
h is the aspect ratio,
~lh the sec-
tion of the air passage formed ly two fins.
. ..
The mo st elem-
entary noildimens ional combination of the quantities
a!
-- alh, an~ X is:h ‘
x ~_ x
- ————
——;!.%/ al ~ $
The transition frou finiled to flat ~late may be ef-
fected in simple fashion, either with h=o or with al
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infinitely greatc In both cases:
p=cw; ‘;=.O.
Re=4Xlo6 in figure 27. Our own test points are quite
-in accord’ tiith those of Taylor and Rehboclks excepting the
,“,’..., x
‘p05-nt’s ; = 18 and F =
34” ,of:tne finned plates at 1/2
aild 1/3 inch spacing.
The obtained interdependence of coefficient of heat
transfer a and $ iaplies the following: If, under
ot~lerwise identical conditions, the fiil depth is made m
times as great, the inside fin spacing a“ must be ma~-e
3~Y as great iil order to assure the same coefficient of
heat transfer.
Accordingly, the general equatioil for the coefficieilt
of heat transfer on fi~~ned and flat plates reads:
Figure 28 shows ()
11= f .;/; n ‘reps at ‘irst ‘rem
0.22 for the flat plate as x]@ increases, then less rap-
idly aild assumes the then constailt value 0.12 at about
~= ~Lo,
P’
This regularity is, of course, valid only for a stated
railge of Reynolds Nurn%er. l?or very high velocities, i.e.,
~liGh Reynolds NUmbers ~ the curves Q( ~)/SXCU = f (UX/U ) in
figures 25 and 26 approach asymptotically the curve for
the flat plate, Iil reality the curves are curved lines
rather than straight lines, but may be ciosely approximated
by straight lines for the explored railge.
IEJy
Q(x)(u, I-
??igure 29 gives ——_—...-—.-—=0’ X.cu ()‘8”
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Each dot represents a finned plate. Our test data
and those of Taylor and Rehbock are in close agreement.
As their finned plates and air velocities were altogether
different froni ours, .it ,is possible:t.o apply the data on
the basis. of. the resul,ts,.t~o.ther arrangement.s, also; t’hat
is, -in the ,heighborhood of tileexamined ,Reyfiolds Numbers
and with fin spacing wide enough to avoid laminar flow
between’ the fins. ~ ~ ., S. ::
With the above limitatioils the coefficient of heat
transfer a relative to the air velocity can-be computed
for any fin arrangement” with the aid of figures 28 and
29. It is possible $o.so define the fin dimensions and
distances for a base surface of stated size that the heat
performance cto of the base surface gives a maximum for
a stated air velocity or fora limited part o.f it. The
procedure for solving this important practical problefi is
as follows:
The conventional form of the fin is wedge-shamed
because it is easy to ~Qanufacture and,utilize; the ~ate-
rial quite satisfactorily. The amount of material for a
fin rises as the 3d power of the heat output, consequent-
ly the fin depth will be kept as small as. consistent with
structural reasOilS, but in place of that the number of
fins may be increased. Starting from the. fin thickness,
the height of the fin is determined oil the basis of an
appraisal of a, so as to approach the optimum dimensions
as closely as possible, Then the fin spaciilg m-ay be as-
certai.iled at. which the, heat output of the base surface is
maxirnun. The realization of appropriate fin dimeiasions
assumes here particular significar.ce , because in the inter-
est of a very higi~.co~fficien’c of heat $ransfer it is in-”
port$mt not. to,tinneces,sarily reduce the flow section avail-
alle between the fins.
.-
,-
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TABLE 1. Dimensionsof Test Plates
\
Flat plate
Finned plate No. 1
II II No. 2
tl II No. 3
II II No. 4
LIIIlb.511IINO* 6
mm x 0.0393? = in.
Length
x
mm
499
500
500
500
500
503
500
width
b
mm
209
210
210
219
213
210
210
1
——.
a al
mmmm
- -
30 ‘28.2
30 24.5
15 13.0
I
15 ‘3.5
15 11.3
15 12.1
~
cm x 0.3937 = in.
——
h
mm
45.0
45.3
45.2
45.3
45.1
22.3
——
Z()
mm
1.4
5.0
1.5
5.0
3.0
2.5
—
Zh
mm
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.4
—.
p=+l=
cm
al
2.23
1.81
0.698
0.437
0.5!57
0.893
x
T
#
o
22.4
27.6
71.7
14.5
88.0
56.g
.—
s
mm
-—
10
10
10
10
10
10
113
--lMaterial
Jltralumin
II
;ilumin” i
,1
!1
II
It
J
II
-Q
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Table 11.Experimental values for investigated plates.
Flat plate n=0,22 -
I
Averageu Re
~ -u—x“()vPe .01. 3600UCU
3600C U
2,01.105
~; .;::
4:08.105
4,08.10S
5,16.106
5,96.105
6,95.105
8,33.10s
34,8
42,7
50,7
60,0
60,9
73,5
81,9
94,2
110,5
0,00382
0,00352
0,00350
0,00325
0,00328
0,00312
0,00302
0,00293
0,00285
0,0603
0,0592
0,0608
0,0597
0,0602
0,0603
0,0601
0,0606
0,0612
0,0389
0,0384
0,0386
0,0384
0,0383
0,0340
0,0338
0,0340
0,0339
0,0342
0,0342
0,0341
0,0164
0,0165
0,0164
0,0167
0,0167
0,0166
0,0162
0,0117
0,0116
0,0119
0,0120
0,0119
0,0119
0,0120
0,0119
0,0140
0,0143
0,0142
0,0144
0,0144
0,0143
0,0142
0,0141
0,0142
0,0141
0,0212
0,0213
0,0212
0,0210
0,0209
0,0209
0,0211
1?:5
15,05
19,15
19,3
24,7
28,6
33,9
41,7
9,1
14,8
19,8
25,6
34,8
8,9
14,7
19,9
19,9
25,7
34,9
42,0
9,1
14,95
20,0
25,6
30,1
35,0
41,0
1%
18,8
20,0
25,6
30,1
34,7
41,2
1%
15,1
20,0
20,0
25,5
25,6
30,2
34,8
41,2
9,3
14,8
20,55
25,7
30,2
35,7
42,1
2,78.105
3,72.105
4,4 .106
5,63.10S
5,61.10S
7,1.106
8.18.105
9;5 .106
11,45.106 0,0603
0,0385
0,0340
0,0165
0,0119
0,0142
Tinned plate I n=o,IsM.
1,87.10S 105,0 29,5 0,00341
3,16.10s 149,5 44,1 0,00305
4,19.105 182,0 55,6 0,00291
5,42.105 216,0 68,5 0,00275
7,07.105 259,5 85,2 0,00260
2,6 .105
4,33.106
5,75.105
7,46.105
9,8 .105
Finned plate II n = 0,187.
2,58.105
4,27.106
5,75.105
5,62.105
7,32.106
9,7 .106
11,6.105
1,87.106
3,09.106
4,17.105
4,08.105
5,3 .105
6,97.105
8,43.105
160,3
148,0
188,5
186,0
229,0
286,0
328,5
28,2
42,1
54,3
53,6
67,0
84,8
98,8
0,00331
0,00299
0,00286
0,00286
0,00274
0,00260
0,00251
Finned plate III n = 0:14.
2,60105 1,88.105 152,0 24,4 0,00286
4,38.10s 3,18.10’ 230,5 38,8 0,00268
5,87.1064,26.105 284,0 49,5 0,00256
7,30.1065,25.105 341,0 61,4 0,00254
8,90.1056,40.10’ 387,0 71,7 0,00245
10,15.1057>38.106 428,0 81,0 0,00239
12,0.105 8,7.10s 466,0 90,0 0,00228
R’innedplate IV .=
1,910105 135,0 22,2
3,08.105 208,0 34,6
4,05.105 259,0 43,3
4,18.105 273,0 45,7
5,34.106 334,0 56,4
6,25.105 379,0 64,8
7,07.105 425,0 73,5
8,2 0105 472,0 82,7
0,122.
2,63.105
4,26.105
5,61.105
5,78.105
7,37.105
8,62.105
9,7 .106
11,230105
0,00255
0,00245
0,00237
0,00238
0,00230
0,00226
0,00224
0,00218
Finned plate
1,91.105 II 152,03,19.105 238.0
v .=
23,9
38,1
37,7
49,1
49,0
59,9
60,7
68,0
76,8
89,0
0,13.
0,00276
0,00263
0,00261
0,00256
0,00256
0,00247
0,00245
0,00238
0,00235
0,00229
2,66.105
4,42s105
4,44.lo~
5,85.105
5,85.105
7,37.105
7,52.105
8,67.105
9;9 .106
11,63.105
2,64.106
4,28.105
5,82.10s
7,26.105
8,53.10S
9,86.10S
11,58.105
3;2 0105 235;5
4,22.105 300,0
4,22.105 299,0
5,34.105 358,0
5,45.105 363.0
6;28.105 401;0
7,17.105 445,0
8,43.105 507,0
Fix
1,910105
3,1 .106
4,22.105
5,26.105
6,18.105
7,16.105
8,42.10~
ed plate VI ~= CI&.
96,0 26,4 0,00300
143,0 39,6 0,00280
184,0 51,2 0,00265
218,0 61,2 0,00253
249,5 70,4 0,00246
280,0 79,5 0,00239
324,0 92,7 0,00236 0,0211
II
TtiLE III. Taylor and Rehbock Experiments
.—.. — ———.
1/8
177
Fin spacing
a
inches
1/2 1/3 1/4 1/6 1/7 1/9
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